Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 3: Unit 16

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. If I had wings, I ___ fly.
6. two that go together
7. The book is ___ you put it.
8. We breathe it.
9. It grows on your head.
11. a green or brown fruit
12. to give some of what you have to others
13. without a covering
15. to take a long, steady look

Down
1. to see how things are alike and different
2. a bad dream
3. My apple pie won a prize at the ___.
4. furniture to sit on
5. to use as clothing
10. a large furry animal
12. steps
13. He used his money to ____ a cap.
14. Babies need a mother's ___.